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A Mariner’s Anchor at Kochi
Our customer at Legrande 12 E is a family of three.
As a merchant navy officer who stays at sea for long durations, his Kochi home is the anchor, which
provides him with the opportunity to pause, relax and reconnect with his family.
Our Asset Homes Interiors/Customisation Team has strived to personalise this flat for the client, to bring
his insights, customise the unit in accordance with the family’s requirements, preferences and comforts.
The result is a contemporary home fitting for a globetrotter.

Entrance Foyer & Balcony

The entrance has a backlit anchor aptly depicting
what this flat means to the owners.
The balcony has been designed intricately with
panelling and profile lighting; it starts from one
sidewall and continues all the way up to the
balcony’s ceiling.
The other sidewall is covered with cladding stones
in grey keeping the colour scheme cohesive.

Living and Dining Space

The living and dining space has been designed to
exude a sense of modernity.
Neat, contemporary geometric shapes have been
used for the separation between living and dining,
the TV unit, dining area and the breakfast counter.
The front of the breakfast counter is an intricate
CNC cut-out panel with backlight.
The upholstery for the living room furniture is
premium faux leather selected specifically keeping
in mind the client’s preferences.

Master Bedroom

The theme of contemporary design is continued in
the master bedroom.
A 3-D effect has been created in the headboard wall
using premium textured laminates.
The book –shelf is again creatively designed using
geometric shapes.

Kid’s Bedroom

No girl ever said there is too much pink.
Our customers are doting parents to a daughter,
and for her bedroom pink is used as the
predominant colour, pink walls, part of the ceiling
is kept pink and with strip blue lighting an illusion
of sky is achieved.
A bookshelf formed in the shaped of a tree is
installed as an accent feature.

THE CLIENT SPEAKS
When we thought about designing our home
the first name that popped into our minds
unanimously was Asset Homes. Working with
the team was an absolute pleasure for us.
They spent the time to get to know us and
understand our personalities and needs. We
were particular that our home while aesthetic
and cosy should also have state-of-the-art
elements. Asset homes combined our ideas
with their expertise and experience, to come
up with a beautifully designed home. They
went above and beyond to give us our perfect
dream.
Harish & Mary (Proud Owners of Legrande 12E)
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